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BOSTON,.Aug.'24—In the spring of -

1976 The Tennessean of Nashville dis-
covered that one .of its copy editors, 
Mrs. Jacque Srouji. had been playing 
an undercover role for the Federal 
Bureau. of Investigation.- The publisher 
of the paper, John Seigenthaler, .de-
cided after much discussion that her 
activities had been inappropriate for 
a journalist. On May 5 he dismissed -• 
her.. 

On May 13 Homer Boynton, Deputy 
Assistant Director of the F.B.I., . was 
in the Washington Bureau of The New 
York Times talking about another 
matter. An editor asked him about the.  
Srouji affair, which had had consider-' 
able publicity. Mr. Boynton replied-by 
urging the editor to have The Times 
"lock into Seigenthaler." He said: 
"Seigenthaler.... is not entirely pure." 

When Mr. Seigenthaler heard about 
that,, he wrote the Director of the 
F.B.I., Clarence Kelley, and asked to 
see the bureau's files on. himself. He 
said he was. convinced that ithad col-
lected "common gossip and rank char-
acter defamation. under the guise of 
'invest/gating." Mr Kerley said "I can 
assure you" that the ,..F.B.L.  did no 

Fora year Mr. Seigenthaler tried to 
get his F.B.L files. Two -months ago 
he finally received a highly expurgated 
set of material. Two documents were 
interesting.... 

The first was dated May 6,,I976. the • 
day after Mr.:. Seigenthaler dismissed -
Mrs. Srokiji. It was. a•Telex message 
from "Memphis"—bypassing the local 
or Nashville othce of the F.B.I.—to 
"Director." _As...it was..given-lo Mr: 
Seigenthaler, everything in. the mes-
sage__ had been_•--  blanked-out except. 
these words:. 	 • 

"Allegations! of Seigenthaler. i st'vIng 
illicit relatione.With,youn,g girls, which , 
information source obtained from an. 
unnamed source."  

The second 
source_. 
	'we's dated 

May -10: It was a thrie-page 
and again almost-all 	was exeised 
before, the copy was given to,  Mr..  
Seigenthaler. What remained referred .  
to "rumors'" and •"Seigenthalee-  and 

-then said on the top line of the next 
page: "involved in baying 11116-Crete- '- 
tons with young females." 

On getting that. material, Mr. Sei-
genthaler asked to see Director Kelley..' 
The answer was no.. Nor has the...  
Director written him anything furthef. 
about his belief, voiced in 1976 and 
now evidently confirmed, that the • 
Bureau was collecting "gossip" on ' 
him. He has had a letter apologizing,' 
for Mr. Boynton's remarks to The." 
New York Times. 

We know rout' whihthe F.B.I..did-
in this case isesawse 'John Seigen-; 
thaler is an unusual1P-brave and de-'s 
termined person:. Anyone . 	dealt- 
with him when he was administ. ''ve 
assistant to Attorney General Robe.. 

	I 
Kennedy, In the 19 's soo 	der- 
stoad his- firmness and integrity. Be 
promised to publish whatever . the 
F.B.I. gave. him in. this case, and he 
did so in a piece just-reprinted in the 
Boston Globe. 	 . 

Even for Mr. Seigenthaler, it was 
evidently painful- to try to deal with 
such a nasty smear.. He stated flatly 
that the anonymous charges about 
him were false. He joked that his wife 
was outraged—"outraged at MS F.B.I. 
and not at me, I am happy to report." 
He is pursuing a lawsuit to get the 
material deleted from those two docu-
ments, But the ordinary citizen would 
probably be helpless against such 
treatment by government officials.,  _ 

The Seigenthaler affair makes it un-
happily clear that the bad old days of 
the F:B.I.-are not over. .The extreme 
defensiveness of the Hotwer era, when 
anyone -who criticised the bureau was 
likely to be targeted for investigation; 
lives on. The slimy L tactics againsf 
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.—running 
to newspapers with 'gossinhave• not 
been abandoned. 	 • 

Apart 'from the nastiness of . the 
story: it tells us that much, of the 
F.B.I.'s activity Is sheer waste. It does 
solicit and file "common gossip .and 
character defamation,-  as  Mr. enigen. 
[haler said, even about'privatoe citi-
zens. It does 'so 'at' a time when the 
country's resources for• coping with 
serious- crime are desperately short. 

All this Underlines this significance 
of the nomination President Carter.has 
just made: of Judge frank M. Johnson 
Jr., to a . ten-year term-  as the nett 
Director of the F.B.I. I think there will 
be few - things Jimmy. Carter.  .does 
the White House, except for' appoint-
ments- to the Supreme- Court; that will 
he as important as that - nomination. • 

Judge Johnson is a shag-Wetly fit 
• choice for an extremely difficult job. 
There has been no more courageous.  
judge in the United States, 'over the 
last 20 years, and none_ more dedi- 

ABROAD AT HOME 

cated to law in its pervasive, moral, 
American sense. He stood up to racism 
and violence in Alabama. He can 
stand up to the pressures from within 
and without the .  F.B.I. if anyone can. 

The President and Attorney.General 
-Bell deserve particular credit because 
they ignored the inexplicably dim sug, 
gestions of their own search commit-
tee and persuaded Judge Johnson to 
take the job. As a judge. he spoke of 
"The Alabama 	synrirome"— 
the habit of Alabama politiciin.s.  of 
handing tough ' decisions over to 
judges.' He bore' that -responsibility 
equably: He is not. likely to evade re-
sponsibility for law now, or let any-
one else at the F.B.I. do so. _ 

13iAnthony Lewis 
. 	. 	 . 	. 	„ 


